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Content Aggregation: “Bundling”
Concept developed by publishers to: 


Provide access to journals in a single database
Increase visibility and accessibility via robust 
search and linking tools
Raise the visibility of lower-subscribed journals 
in the package
Promote increased market share
Provide central point for distribution and 
access(control)







Bundling: Appeal to Libraries
Libraries find concept appealing for:


Immediate increase in access to more content
Potential for cost savings
Potential for more efficient purchase and 
support


Libraries want the chance to provide wide 
access to as much content to their patrons as 
possible, anytime, anywhere,  from a single 
point of access







What is the “Big Deal?”
Basic Components:


Large commercial players offer bundles of 
content
Terms include multi-year (3-5yr.) commitments
Often include caps on price increases
Strictly limits cancellation of titles during term of 
agreement
May require retention of print subscriptions







Potential Impacts of  the Big Deal
Positive Impacts:


Access to 
additional content
Price caps provide 
predictability of 
expenditures
Unit cost of content 
is reduced
Use of product may 
increase 


Negative Impacts:
Reduces choice -


limits libraries ability to  
select content and develop 
collection


Limits libraries choices 
during budget squeezes


Increases likelihood that 
smaller publishers will face 
title cancellations







Result: “The Big Squeeze”







Community Response
Caught in the squeeze are the small to mid-sized not-


for-profit publishers who traditionally have 
published high-quality material at low cost. 


As larger percentage of  budgets are inextricably tied 
up in “Big Deals,” Smaller publishers face 
increased risk of having their titles cut.


Many of these publishers are coming under 
increasing pressure  sell or license their contents to 
commercial interests  - historically resulted in 
substantially higher prices to library market.







Community Response
Smaller publishers recognized value of “strength in 
numbers approach” and used to respond to 
squeeze
Created bundled collections - subject specific 
rather than publisher specific: 


BioOne - Biological Science (70+ titles)
Project MUSE - Arts and Humanities(250+ titles)
Project Euclid - Mathematics (30+ titles)







What’s the Difference?
These projects employ a bundled approach that, on 


the surface, resembles “Big Deal.” However, there 
are notable differences:
Participation limited to non-profit publishers
Collaboration with library community- on 
governance, operational and advisory levels
Explicitly designed to protect cost-effective access 
to high-quality material from publishers who have 
not contributed to serials pricing crisis


Mission is to serve stakeholders (libraries, 
researchers, societies), not shareholders.







What’s the Difference?
Differences in terms and conditions abound:


No requirement for multi-year commitments -
libraries choice
No restrictions on cancellations 
Print purchase decoupled from electronic purchase
As collections grow, so do choices for librarians


Project MUSE, as largest, offers menu of options for 
publishers to purchase. BioOne exploring option to follow 
suit as collection grows.


No restrictions on cancellations - allows greater 
flexibility to library







Cost: the Largest Difference


While there are many philosophical and 
operational differences between 
commercially run “Big Deals” and non-profit 
backed “Fair Deals,” the single largest 
difference is simply: 


Cost.







Cost: The Largest Difference


The average cost of a journal title in the
BioOne collection is less than $190 (US) 
per year - in contrast this with the average 
cost of all ISI ranked biological science 
journals of roughly $1,300(US) per year


Average ARL library 2003 expenditure on 
Elsevier product was ~$1.3million (US); 
average expenditure on BioOne was less 
than $8,000 (US).







Extending Collaboration
New  opportunity for participant to expanded 


relationship of publishers participating in bundle 
beyond “selling club”


Sense of “membership” organization
Collective for information sharing
Collective for “buying club” - EMS Software, 
production services, etc.
Forum to share best practices and advice - new 
face-to-face communications opportunities
Ability to achieve operating efficiencies







Evaluating Fair Deals
Clearly, not all bundles are created equally. 


Educated consumers should consider 
differences in:


Mission and Philosophy
Participants
License Terms/Conditions
Price


when making purchasing decisions. Libraries 
directly effect the direction of the market 
through their purchase decisions.







Evaluating Fair Deal Bundles…


Look at price increases in terms of real dollars, and 
not percentages.


Remember the core mission  of Fair Deals: to work 
collectively to preserve cost effective access to 
high-quality scientific literature produced by non-
profit publishers. 


These are publishers who have traditionally produced high 
quality material at reasonable cost.
These are publishers who, given viable business models 
have a healthy interest in exploring a move to Open Access 
(survival first!)







Evaluating Fair Deal Bundles…


Always make decisions while  considering  the 
alternatives to these kinds of alternatives 


If we decide to discontinue supporting these 
societies, they will, on bulk, either move quickly to 
the ranks of the commercially produced, or simply 
cease to exist.







Contact Information
For additional information, please 
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